Cyber resilience is about sharing knowledge.

*Greg Kurten*

*Director of CNS – UAE General Civil Aviation Authority*
ATM DATA AND CYBER SECURITY PORTAL

https://www.adcsportal.ae
Global Cyber Awareness Portal
ADCS Portal - Home page
ADCS Portal – Login/Registration page

Registration using a valid industry email only – gmail, hotmail etc. are not allowed.
ADCS Portal – Incident reporting page
ANS systems vulnerability...
Q4 2019 REDESIGN......

OUT WITH THE OLD AND IN WITH THE NEW....
Updates done on the new website

Following are key points for ADCS Portal Enhancements
1- Interactive and user friendly design
2- More informative and advance featured
3- Easy way to report incident
4- Open a general discussion topic regardless of any incident report
5- Events management to display events within said industry
6- Easy administration of content and users from new Admin Panel for ADCS Portal
7- OWASP Compliant
8- Future goal to include mobile app for the same
New ADCS Portal – Login Page
New ADCS Portal – Registration Page
New ADCS Portal – Home Page
New ADCS Portal – Home Page

ADCS Portal

Lorem ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the industry’s standard dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of type and scrambled it.

Vision
A leading, safe, secure and sustainable civil aviation system. A leading, safe, secure & sustainable civil aviation system.

Mission
To regulate and oversee aviation safety, security and environment; deliver air navigation services and facilitate air connectivity through international collaboration in order to efficiently serve the general public.

Values
Ethics: In our day to day work, we conduct ourselves with honesty, integrity, responsibility, patriotism and respect.
New ADCS Portal – Home Page cont...
New ADCS Portal – Incident page
New ADCS Portal – Forum page
Contact us page..
AS OF 1 NOVEMBER LETS START USING IT!
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